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It was brilliant
to have the
entire place
to ourselves
for the whole
weekend...we
had a wedding
weekend, not
just a day!
Amazing value
for money and
we felt special
all weekend.

Set against a backdrop of rolling South
Northamptonshire countryside, undiscovered lanes
and sleepy stone built villages, lies Crockwell. Let your
perfect day begin....
Crockwell is exclusively yours over three days and

two nights and we hope you will enjoy the beautiful
surroundings in a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere.

the venue that’s a world away...

You can find more information and pricing on our
website, and if you would like to make an appointment
to visit, just give us a call.
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We were made
to feel so
welcome and it
was all about
us from our
first visit to the
moment we
left - exactly
what you need
when it’s your
wedding!

creating a perfect wedding day...

At Crockwell we pride ourselves on our meticulous
attention to detail, leaving you and your guests to enjoy
the great day ahead.

We have been hosting weddings for over fifteen years
and our family-run team are on hand to ensure the day
runs without a hitch.

Your wedding plans begin months before the actual
event. You want it to be perfect; and so do we.

Our award winning caterers, Ross & Ross provide
delicious menus with endless choice and flexibility.
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The time,
care, attention
to detail and
hospitality
provided by
the team at
Crockwell,
coupled with
the astounding
natural charm
of this venue
cannot be over
stated – it
really is one in
a million.

It is hard to believe that Crockwell, a working family
farm, is situated within easy access of both the M40 and
the M1 motorways; with such idyllic surroundings you
could be a million miles away.
The pretty stone vaulted barn is licensed for civil
ceremonies for up to 86 guests. Ceremonies can also take
place outside, in the Orchard Pavilion or in the marquee
for up to 200 guests.
Our permanent marquees can seat up to 200 and are

housed inside insulated and heated buildings which are
both cosy in winter and cool in summer, with wonderful
views through panoramic windows. Crockwell’s extensive
gardens provide the most idyllic backdrop for reception
drinks and photographs while the outside veranda is the
perfect spot for balmy summer evenings.

it’s simple... you supply
the chat and laughter and
we will arrange everything else

The separate dance floor is a magical setting for your
first dance and evening party. It ensures that we do not
have to juggle tables, or more importantly, guests. A
Crockwell wedding runs seamlessly from start to finish.
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From the
beautiful
location and

Overall, the

grounds, to the

best feature

spacious venue

of this venue

brimming with

was the

character and

relaxed, warm

WOW factor...

atmosphere. It

to the fantastic

is clearly run

staff, it is a very

with a lot of

special place.

love.

As it is a family run business they really
do care about your day and no effort is

a very special place...

spared to make it perfect. The experience
was rounded off perfectly with an amazing
breakfast the morning after the night before.
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The food was
fantastically
prepared and
presented
and the menu
was adapted
to our exact
requirements.
The staff
running the day
were absolutely
impeccable.

it’s your day...

Our caterers, Ross & Ross are small enough to care, but
have a professional team and a wealth of experience.
They offer everything from rustic and simple through to
extravagant fine dining.
Drinks packages can be tailored to your requirements.
We have a range of highly recommended wines, or you

can bring your own for a corkage charge.
The licensed bar is fully stocked and reasonably priced.
Our taster evenings for Crockwell couples are a useful
and fun step in the planning process and a chance to
experience the venue as our guest, trying wines and
canapés and chatting to suppliers while your wedding
ideas start to take shape.
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I loved the fact
that friends
could camp
over and there
was plenty of
accommodation
on site. It
meant that the
celebrations
continued into
the next day
over a delicious
home-cooked
breakfast with
friends and
family. The
honeymoon
cottage and
all the on-site
rooms were
extremely
comfortable
and beautifully
done.

Two day exclusive use means that you are able to stay
the night before and the night of your wedding with
your family and friends. We have nine spacious en-suite
bedrooms.
A leisurely full english breakfast is served, allowing you

and your loved ones a relaxing morning before you set
off on your new lives together...

a wedding weekend...

You will find further accommodation nearby with over
50 rooms in local b&bs, pubs and hotels within a six
mile radius of Crockwell.
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It really is the
little touches
that count
when planning
a wedding and
Crockwell has
thousands of
little touches up
their sleeves.

a unique occasion to become one of
your most treasured memories...
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For more information and pricing please refer to our website,
or to discuss your wedding plans or arrange a viewing please
don’t hesitate to contact us.
Bay & Hermione Harper
Crockwell Farm, Eydon, Northamptonshire NN11 3QA
www.crockwellfarm.co.uk 01327 361 358
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